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Description of Power Spark structure and installation 

 

Function Description 

aRacer integrate energy control IC in Power Spark and there are 10 stage energy modes for selections. Stage 0 is normal mode 

and Stage 9 is the highest energy mode. According to the testing on dyno, there are different level power increasing and throttle 

response improvement in Stage0~9 (depend on different vehicle model and conditions, the improvement level is different). The 

rider or tuner can set the energy mode according to the test result on dynamometer, or the actual situation on the road. 

 

Indicated LED: 

1. Switching the energy stage in key on, LED will flash 5 times. 

2. When engine is running, LED will flash in different frequency according the engine RPM. 

3. When the system voltage is abnormal, the LED will indicate the malfunction: 

 

 

Attention: 

1. High combustion energy may cause the engine knocking and power down even damage the engine. So the energy stage is 

not as high as possible good. Please let professional tuners do the setting on dyno or safety closed road. 

2. Adjustment recommend: Stock engine Stage0~9, Up displacement <25% Stage0~7, High compression engine Stage 0~4 

3. Recommended: Using stock plug cap or other plug cap with 4.5-10KΩ resistance and with the EFI “R” type spark plug.  

4. Due to the high working current, ground wire is recommended to be connected with the good ground point or with the 

battery negative terminal (less than 0.3Ω resistance value to the battery negative terminal). 

5. Can’t use any equipment boosts the input voltage to Power Spark, otherwise Power Spark may be damaged. 

6. Can’t use Power Spark in CDI system. 

Trouble Shooting: 

1. If misfire happens, please check the ground wire is connected with the battery negative terminal or the good ground point 

authentically and with the “R” type spark plug. 

2. When no sparking (can’t start the engine), please check.  

 Opposite of signal connection or no ground wire connection. 

 If the Power Spark type is suitable for the vehicle model (some vehicle models require special Power Spark type). 


